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Introduction
Intact glycopeptide analysis using mass spectrometry has become increasingly effective 

due to hybrid fragmentation protocols such as EThcD and stepped HCD.  These have 

allowed the identification of thousands of glycopeptide spectra from complex mixtures.  

However, within these datasets there are typically spectra of other glycoforms of the 

same glycopeptides that are not identified due to either poorer quality fragmentation 

data or unanticipated modifications.  Bioinformatic strategies to uncover these extra 

glycoforms would provide more comprehensive sample characterization. 

On this poster we present developments in the software MS-Filter1, part of Protein

Prospector and freely available on the web, which allows searching peaklists for spectra

containing Y ions, then scoring peptide and glycan identifications.

…

Links and References

Protein Prospector website

MS-Filter
1 Mol Omics (2020) 16 2 147-155
2 Nat Commun (2019) 10 1 1311
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Conclusions

Scoring of Similar Mass Glycan Modifications

Glycan Scoring

• Based on number of B and Y ions observed that are consistent and inconsistent with glycan assignment

• Penalties for sialic acids and phospho assignments if diagnostic B ions are not observed

• Penalty for Fuc assignment if no Fuc-containing B or Y ions observed

• Scoring effective at correctly ranking assignments, but does not currently have a reliability measure 
associated with it.

Workflow for Glycopeptide Analysis using MS-Filter
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for Y ions
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Performance on an Example Dataset

MS-Filter

List of potentially glycosylated 
peptidesList of glycoforms to consider

• Calculates Y ion masses of peptides
• Searches peak list file/s for those containing Y ions
• Calculates mass difference between precursor and 

unmodified peptide
• Assigns potential glycan composition if mass 

difference corresponds to listed glycoform

Peak list file/s to be analyzed

Table listing mass differences for spectra 
containing Y ions, including potential glycan 

assignments, peptide and glycan scores

Filtered peak list file of only 
spectra containing Y ion/s

Example Output Displayed in MS-Viewer

...
(Displays columns for 
all possible B and Y 
ions with intensities, 
if observed)
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Rescuing Glycopeptide Identifications with Poor Peptide Fragmentation

• In the above example the version of the peptide with HexNAc2Hex5 modification was confidently identified 
by database searching, but none of the HexNAc2Hex6 versions were above the 1% FDR cut-off

• low peptide score.

y1, y3 and b5 are only peptide 
backbone fragments present

• One display option in MS-Viewer is to remove all B/Y ions, 
allowing easier viewing of peptide evidence

• Comparing the peptide fragments in the HexNAc2Hex6 
identification to those observed in the confidently identified 
HexNAc2Hex5 equivalent, it is clear this is a reliable peptide and 
glycan identification.

• Errors in monoisotopic peak assignment are common for large glycopeptides

• Ammonium adducts are common in glycopeptide datasets enriched by HILIC (using ammonium buffers)

• Ammonium adduct is +17 Da; which can be confused with +16 Da (e.g. Fuc vs Hex)

Three potential glycan interpretations for the same spectrum

• Glycan scoring identifies the Fuc3 version (with incorrect monoisotopic mass) as correct answer.

#B ions consistent 
and inconsistent with 

glycan assignment

How Reliable are the Results?

There are many results such as the 
example to the right, where the peptide 
identification is probably correct, the 
mass matches the glycan and there is no 
contradictory evidence, but there is 
limited glycan information.

MS-Filter HCD
3975 Site+Glycan IDs

DBSearch HCD
2875 Site+Glycan IDs

DBSearch AIETD
3687 Site+Glycan IDs

HCD-triggered AI-ETD dataset2

• MS-Filter identifies about a third more unique site +glycan 
IDs compared to database search of HCD data

• HCD database searching, AI-ETD database searching, and 
MS-Filter all provide complementary information

• MS-Filter has been developed to report peptide and glycan scores for glycopeptide 
assignments initially made through the presence of Y ions from specified 
glycopeptides

• It is effective at differentiating between isobaric and similar mass glycan assignments.

• It is able to identify more glycoforms of glycopeptides than by database searching 
alone.

• MS-Viewer allows visualization of peptide and glycan assignments.

Future Developments

• Improved glycan scoring that can better estimate reliability of assignments.

http://prospector.ucsf.edu/
http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/cgi-bin/msform.cgi?form=msfilter

